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Dacoromania litteraria

Dacoromania litteraria is an on-line journal that publishes literary history studies in English, French and 
Romanian. Authors are to submit their papers to the following addresses:  adrian.tudurachi@gmail.com; 
magdawachter@yahoo.com (or the addresses announced in the call for papers). 

Authors are free to choose the length of their papers. However, they should fall within the following limits:
• study: 25000-50000 signs
• scientific review: 6000-10000 signs

The texts must be submitted to the editorial staff in the TNR format, 12-point font size, single line spacing  
and no particular styles. Articles will contain no mention to allow identification of the author. A separate  
document  will  list  the  author’s  name;  her/his  contact  data  (the  author’s  academic  degree,  institutional  
affiliation and electronic coordinates); a summary and five keywords in English and Romanian (ideal length  
is under 4000 characters).

Articles  will  be  read  by  the editorial  board and presented  anonymously to  the  reading  committee.  The 
evaluation findings will be communicated to the author in term of two months.

Scientific reviews must remain untitled; instead, they should mention all the coordinates for the reviewed 
work: author, title, place of publication, publisher, collection, year of publication, number of pages.
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• all bibliographic references must be marked in footnotes and numbered consecutively, starting from 1.
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• notes within the text must be placed before any other punctuation marks.
E.g. ...in such a subject1.
• for works quoted several times: 

-in consecutive notes: Ibidem, p. 
-at several notes apart: first name and last name of the author, abbreviated title (if already quoted 
before), quoted page.
E.g. Georges Molinié, « Cliché », p. 175.

Specific style requests 

• quotation marks must be adjusted to the writing language of the article:
in Romanian : „...”
in French: « ... »
in English : “...”

•  texts  written  in  French  must  pay  attention  to  non-breaking  spaces  in  case  of  quotation  marks  and 
punctuation marks composed of two signs (two dots, dot and comma).
• capital letters must be accented just like small letters.
• quotations shorter than three lines must be included in the body of the text; quotations over this limit must 
be placed in an independent paragraph, with a 2 cm indentation.

Submission of a thematic dossier

In order to submit a thematic dossier to Dacoromania litteraria, the following are required:
• a bio-bibliographical presentation of the coordinator(s) of the dossier;
• an argument for the theme approached;
• a preliminary plan providing an introduction and a minimum of six articles;
• a timeline for the delivery of the dossier.

Dossiers  can  be  submitted  to  the  following  addresses:  adrian.tudurachi@gmail.com; 
magdawachter@yahoo.com; they will be assessed by the editorial board. 
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